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With permission Madai?..- - •■

events in Northern Ireland on 30 January 1972, .
known as Bloody SurL-?

On 30 January 197

He produced a report with:n . vs-/. the day
included these: that shots had been fired at the soldiers before the} 
started the firing which led to the casualties; that for the most pan 
the soldiers acted as they did because they thought their

The facts that are undispu^' • " •■-.T-.hyxx.

during; a disturbance in T ■■ JV." ■ ■?.
shots were fired by the British 13 people wei 
another 13 were wounded, on-. ctf •- bom subsequentlyd•ed. 
day after the incident the then Prime Minister sfet up a pub 
under the then Lord Chv' -: . ’J With

SWTMEN . '

JANUARY 1971

*
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Since his report was public ■ ..
about the events of that day. his material includes new eye 

tVwh*. ■ ,
accounts, new/ballistic mate/TL new medicai

:h new material has

b, there was

In 1992 the then Prime Mi ■

who has campaigned tirelessly ssue. th
be regarded as innocent of any allegat on that they were shot whilst 

handling firearms or exp:- > - 1 reaffhm that uxiay

The-time scale within which Lord. Widgery produced his report 

meant that he was not able to co. sider all the evidence whic h 
have been available. For example, he did not receive any evidence 
from the wounded who wei ospcT. h.n Hid nor consider
individually substantial numbers its provided t(

his Inquiry‘in the early par: • ■ ' ■ 1972.

x-r- 1

orders it; and that whilst there > proof that ■.
deceased had been shot whilst b: nt 1 firearm or
a strong suspicion that some ; tab 0^-^ wr;apr-- ■ ■ ■ '
bombs in. the course of tlv- ■ '■■■ o-.-
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assessment which analysed the inarcrial and Lord Wxyrcyh 

findings in rhe light of al2 . available.

Last year the families of tho.x klded provided me paw:-. ..?■

Government with a new < <. ■.« fh^ events er Bloody S..<■

The Irish Government aho ••■...Government a :

There have been many victims of violence in Northern Ireland 

before and since Bloody Sunday. More than 3.00<■ pie. civilu 

as well as soldiers, policemen and prison officer. . • ve lost their

I want to place on record our strongest admirat o'.- for the way ■ 

which our security forces have responded over the years to terroris 

in Northern Ireland. They set an example to the world of restraint 

combined with effectiven.es s ven the dangerous circumstances in 

which they.are called on rc men < >meix daily

risk their lives protecting the Hves cf others and upholding the rule 

of law, carrying out a task which we have laid upon her 

have of course been learned over many years - in some cases painful 

lessons. But the support of the Government and this Hotur-: 

Armed Forces has been and unshakeable.

effectiven.es
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lives in the last 26 vears. 

attention to one event.

d

It may be asked why we should

4

members of the security forces, including
lives doing their duty will never be forgotten by this Government..
just as they were not forgotten by be last Government. The pain rc 
those left behind is no less t&m vur pirn of the relative or ..

victims of Bloody Sunday.

But Bloody Sunday was different because, where the State's .ywn 

authorities are concerned, we must be as sure as we can of the truth 
precisely because we do pride ourselves on our demot ucy and our 
respect for the law, and on the professionalism and dedication c. w 

security forces.

Madam Speaker, we du nor G.pbj> ignore ail the -.v.T... - P.;.
the innocent deaths, all the victims of bloody terrorism. Sir 
Kenneth Bloomfield, a former R-^uaiicnt Secretary '< • TTk.mem 

Ireland, is currently looking M a suitable way to commemorate me 
victims of violence. In panics lar the sacrifice f chose many

RuC, who lost their
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We have therefore decide ■ m «er up an Inquiry under rhe fribuna: ; 
Inquiry (Evidence) Act 1921, The Inquiry will have the power to 
call witnesses and obtain production of papers.

I should emphasise that such a new Inouirv can only be justified. if 
an objective examination of the material now available gives grounds 
tor believing that the events cf txr day should be looked ai afresh, 
and the conclusions of Lord Widgery re-examined. 1 have been 
strongly advised that there are u deed grounds for such a further 
Inquiry. We believe that the weight of material now available is 
such that these events require 'e-exa.min.ati on. We believe that the 
only course which will lead tc there being public confidence in the 

results of any further investigation is for a full-scale judicial inquiry 

into Bloody Sunday to be set up

Mauam Spcriuq is - y k xki issue. I have re-read [ ord 
Widgery’s report myself and looked a» the new materia) / tm-s? 

consulted with my colleagues most closely concerned. We have 
considered very carefully whether it is appropriate now -o have ■■ 
fresh Inquiry into the events of Bloody Sunday.
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Thai it is expedient that a Tribunal be established for inquirins 
into a definite matter or urgent public impormnc e. a-. oR • ? ■ 

events on Sunday, 30 Jaauaiy 1972 which led to loss of life in 

connection with the procession in Londonderry on that dav. 

taking account of any new information relevant to events on 
that day.

It is not possible to say now exactly hew long the In quin wT iaa 

but it should be allowed the time necessary co cover oil the evidence 

now available thoroughly and completely. U is for dw Tribunal to 

decide how far its proceeding? win be open, but the Act requires 

mem. to be held in public unless there are special countmvuiing 

considerations. The hearings are likely to be partly here and partly

Lord Saville of Newdigate, a Law Lord, has agreed. o Lair 3.

Tribunal of three. The other two members are likely to be from the 

Commonwealth.

As inquired by the Act a Resolution will be required : ■ ?" uy ■ ■■. 

inquiry. The Resolution will bo tabled later today in my name, and 
will be in the following terms:
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Madam Speaker, members of the families of the victims, like the 
HM. for Foyle, have conducted a lung campaign to this end. I 
heai'd some of their remarks over recent years and have N-tm.

in Northern Ireland, but again this is largely for the Tribunal.
Questions of immunity from prosecution for those giving evidence to 
the Inquiry will be for the Tm-rn.k m cnivjider h.

and to refer to the Attorney General as necessary. It will report its 
conclusions to my RHF the .•Secretary of state fr.j- vOr . y 

Our .intention is that they will be made public.

Bloody Sunday was a tragic day for all concerned. We mus: ail 
wish it had never happened. Our concern now is simply to establish 
the truth, and close this painful chapter once and for ay

Madam Speaker, kt me rnmrn mem mmmeavr. ; -y ? . 

to accuse individuals or msumiions or invite fresh recriminations but 
to establish the truth about what happened on that day, so far as that 
can be achieved at 2o This will uot ■ •.
are all well aware mat rh^.:i pmamkariy dknek • - ; .
in Northern Ireland at that ::me.
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by their dignity. Most do nor want recrimination.

revenge. But they do want the truth, I believe tit u the 
interests of everyone that the truth is established, and told. It ■ 

the way forward to the necessary reconciliation which v c ■ w. h 
an important part of building a secure future for de. ... rk - 
Northern Ireland. I ask all sides of the House to ■■ ■ ■„
proposal for this Inquiry.

inik


